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SKY B PLANE
Bed

The Sky B Plane is an airplane kids bed with an aviation-inspired design that it’s 

meant to be educational and engaging. An airplane theme decoration for kids’ 

rooms is perfect to encourage the adventurous spirit of children.

Inspired by kids’ fantasy world, they will easily relate this kids’ themed bed to the 

Disney movie “Planes” character Leadbottom, an iconic biplane wing aircraft used 

in the early years of aviation.

The body is entirely made of fiberglass with glossy varnish applied and chrome 

plated finishes in the engine and wheels. The Sky B Plane has several storage 

compartments and the top wing is designed to be used as a bookshelf.

The decorative suitcases include secret storage compartments and allow an easy 

access to the bed.
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MATERIALS

Fiberglass and Resin, 

Rubber, Stainless Steel, 

Wood

STANDARD FINISHES

Chrome Plated Finishes, 

Glossy Varnish

DIMENSION

Width: 285 cm | 112.2” 

Depth: 280 cm | 110.2” 

Height: 170 cm | 66.9” 

Mattress Included: 190x75 cm | 

75”x29.5” 

(conical shape)

GET PRICE >
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Sky B Plane Bed  |  Cloud Lamp Big  |  Cloud Lamp Small  |  Sky Chest 3 Drawers  |  Sky Chest 6 Drawers
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SKY ONE
Bed

The Sky One Plane is an airplane themed kids bed with a playful design that it’s 

both didactic and fun. An airplane inspired decoration for kids’ rooms is perfect to 

encourage the little explorers to develop their creativity.

This airplane shaped kids bed is inspired by the Disney movie “Planes” character 

Skipper, an iconic Navy Corsair aircraft, providing this way both a modern and 

vintage motif to the bed.

The body is entirely made of fiberglass with glossy varnish applied and chrome 

plated finishes in the engine and wheels. The decorative suitcases include secret 

storage compartments and allow an easy access to the bed. The Sky One Plane 

makes the crib-to-bed transition as painless as possible.
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MATERIALS

Fiberglass and Resin, 

Rubber, Stainless Steel, 

Wood

STANDARD FINISHES

Chrome Plated Finishes, 

Glossy Varnish

DIMENSION

Width: 285 cm | 112.2” 

Depth: 280 cm | 110.2” 

Height: 130 cm | 51.2” 

Mattress Included: 190x75 cm | 

75”x29.5” 

(conical shape)

GET PRICE >
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Sky One  |  Cloud Lamp Small  |  Sky Bookcase  |  Sky Nightstand  |  Shark Stool  |  Diana Table Lamp
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TEEPEE ROOM
Bed/Room

Teepee is a children’s tent bed inspired by the traditional indigenous tents. The 

Teepee Room has a playful design influenced by the Disney princess Pocahontas 

and her freespirited and highly spiritual personality. Kids will be drawn to this 

room because of the sense of adventure that it inspires.

Constructed from a solid oak veneer, both on the base, bed and storage, it is then sup-

ported by a 5-pole structure with a covering in synthetic leather, with peach skin texture.

It is comfortable, cozy and playful, featuring interactive design elements such as a remote 

controlled light and sound system and a toy box that functions as a secret compartment.

The Teepee Room has a RGB light and speakers and it can be controlled by a mobile app 

(or with remote control). That connects by bluetooth and you can choose the music you 

want to play in your smartphone. The app has also a sleep assistant and you can choose 

the color intensity of the light and lighting effects.
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MATERIALS

Aluminum, Acrylic, 

Brass, Oak Veneer, 

Synthetic Leather With 

Peach Skin Texture

STANDARD FINISHES

Glossy Varnish, Gold 

Plated, Glossy Lacquered,

DIMENSION

Diameter: 280 cm | 110.2”

Height: 245 cm | 96.4” 

Mattress Included: 190x90 cm | 

75”x35.5”

GET PRICE >
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Teepee Room  |  Tribal Chair  |  Thompson Stool by Boca do Lobo
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1st is a Themed Bed 3rd has a Toy Box2nd is a Room
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Teepee Room  |  Cloud Sofa  |  Illusion Leopard Chair | Cloud Lamp Small
Fantasy Air Nightstand  |  Fantasy Air Shelf Big & Small

Circu Live at Salone del Mobile 2017


